
 

Thursday,   September   12  
9/12   update   from   A.L.I.   by   Fr   John...  
 
Our   two   morning   sessions   today   were   talks   from   John   Barr+,   a   priest   from   the   Diocese   of   the   Carolinas   (a  
diff   diocese   from   S.   Carolina,   btw).    The   first   hour   Barr   used   Mark   1   to   speak   on   being   present   in   your   life.  
And   then   for   the   second   hour   he   spoke   on    a   theology   of   wonder.    And   I   won't   even   attempt   to   recount  
what   he   said,   but   let's   just   say   that   if   these   were   the   only   two   talks   I   heard   up   here,   it   would've   been   worth  
it.    That   dude   is   a   gem.    And   I   randomly   figured   out   that   he   and   I   had   crossed   paths   with   each   other   in  
Canada   and   even   exchanged   emails   back   in   2010,   though   neither   of   us  
remembers   it.   
 
So   I   didn't   want   to   bury   the   lede,   but   backing   up   to   earlier   in   the   day,  
Carlton   (from   Northern   Ireland)   led   us   in   Morning   Prayer,   and   after   a  

reading   from   1   Kg3   his  
homily   was   on   "what   do  
you   want   from   God?"  
And   he   definitely   managed   to   squeeze   a   mention   of  
Guinness   beer   in   along   the   way,   though   he   was   not  

suggesting   that   should   be   our   answer   to   the  
question.    But   today   was   Carlton's   birthday,   so   we  
celebrated   the   only   way   we   knew   how   -   for   an  
Irishman,   that   is   -   with   a   pint   during   the   afternoon   in  
Edgartown   and   an   impromptu   box   of   Lucky   Charms  
cereal   with   lit   candles   taped   on   top   at   dinner.   
 
Dinner,   by   the   way,   was   Thanksgiving   Dinner,   which   was   delicious!    Everything   was   the   traditional   fare,  
except   they   
had   a   wild   rice   stuffing   that   was   spectacular.    To   my   surprise,   for   those   who   hadn’t   heard   of   Thanksgiving   it  
was   explained   off-the-cuff   as   a   sort   of   celebration   of   the   relationship   forged   between   the   pilgrims   and   the  
Native   Americans,   but   me   and   a   few   of   the   other   Yanks   were   sure   to   give   the   Africans   at   our   table   a   more  
complete   picture   of   the   way   European   settlers   treated   the   Native   peoples   (that   still   hasn’t   been   properly  
acknowledged   or   repented   of).    And   they   really   appreciated   getting   more   of   the   story.    But   this   led   into   a  
very   interesting   dinner   discussion   that   covered   topics   like   European   colonization   in   Africa,   tribalism   that  
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continues   between   native   African   in   all   of   the   countries,   a   fascinating   story   about   the   time   a   Ugandan  
princess   married   an   African-American   a   few   years   ago,   a   deeper   dive   on   the   African   dowry   system,   and  
how   some   Africa   governments   have   responded   to   pressure   from   the   West   to   normalize   homosexuality.  
So   yeah,   that   was   worth   the   price   of   admission   as   well!  
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Friday,   September   13  
9/13   update   from   A.L.I.   by   Fr   John...  
 
Today   our   speaker   was   Paul   Marshall,   who   is   a   senior   fellow   at   the   Hudson   Center   for   Religious   Freedom  
in   Washington   D.C.   and   has   been   referred   to   as   the   "Father   of   the   Religious   Freedom   Movement".    And  
he   was   outstanding!    For   those   desirous   of   intellectual   stimulation,   I   will   summarize   his   two   talks   below,  
and   will   also   describe   a   case   study   we   did   on   honor  
killings   in   between.    But   if   you   aren’t   buckled   in   for   a   long  
read,   just   know   that   it   was   a   great   day!!  
 
MARSHALL   TALK   ONE  
Marshall's   morning   talk   was   on   the   Biblical   basis   for  
Religious   Freedom.    Beginning   in   the   Old   Testament,   he  
noted   that   despite   Israel's   special   vocation   as   God's  
chosen   people   it   was   not   an   expansionist   religion   (i.e.   they  
didn’t   go   and   wage   war   on   other   peoples   to   try   to   coerce  
conversion).    And   later   on   Daniel   wouldn’t   seek   to   impose  
his   religion   on   the   Babylonians   or   prevent   them   from  
worshiping   false   gods,   but   he   did   seek   the   peace   &  
well-being   of   Babylon.    In   addition,   the   Jewish   laws   for  
how   to   treat   the   stranger   among   them   were   based   in   the   reality   that   even   despite   their   many   sufferings  
while   enslaved   in   Egypt   they   were   still   permitted   to   practice   their   religion   there   (Lev   19:34).    However,   an  
exception   was   the   foreigner   among   them   who   worshiped   Molech   (requiring   child   sacrifice);   they   were   to  
be   put   to   death   (Lev   20:2).    I   asked   Paul   whether   this   was   because   it   was   taking   a   human   life   or   taking   the  
life   of   a   child   in   particular   (comparisons   to   Molech   worship   are   often   thrown   around   in   regard   to   abortion),  
but   he   admitted   he   wasn't   sure.   
 
Meanwhile,   in   the   New   Testament,   Marshall   observed   that   while   there   is   no   explicit   discussion   of   religious  
freedom,   it   is   clearly   assumed   by   the   writers   (that   Christians   do   not   coerce   people   into   the   faith).    And   as  
God's   people   have   then   been   separated   from   a   particular   land   and   people,   what   were   once   capital   crimes  
in   Israel   become   simply   cause   for   church   discipline   or   excommunication   in   the   Church   (e.g.   compare  
1Cor5   on   incest   &   adultery   with   Deuteronomy).    And   into   the   early   church,   Christians   were   in   favor   of  
religious   freedom,   though   it   is   notable   that   they   were   being   persecuted   then.    It's   always   interesting   once  
the   weak   become   strong,   whether   they   still   advocate   for   the   same   sort   of   tolerance?    And   certainly   the  
Church   became   less   tolerant   when   it   became   the   religion   of   Rome,   but   the   roots   of   modern   religious  
freedom   are   actually   rooted   particularly   in   Christianity.    And   most   today   agree   religious   freedom   is   a   good,  
though   it   does   open   up   the   possibility   for   people   with   bad   religious   views   to   do   bad   things.   
 
CASE   STUDY  
Next,   our   small   groups   considered   a   case   study   on   an   incident   in   the   city   of   Lahore,   Pakistan   where   a  
Muslim   honor   killed   his   sister   for   marrying   a   Christian   (an   article   on   this   incident   is   pictured   below).    Our  
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task   was   to   imagine   we   were   the   Bishop   of   the   Anglican   Church   of   Lahore   and   to   write   a   "letter   to   editor"  
of   the   Lahore   Times   newspaper.    After   30   mins   we   shared   our   letters   with   the   group,   and   let's   just   say   they  
varied   in   some   significant   ways.    I   decided   it   would   be   irresponsible   to   write   a   letter   to   either   the   Pakistani  
govt   or   the   Muslim   community   as   it   had   not   been   requested   (meaning   I   had   been   granted   no   spiritual  
authority   with   them)   and   to   do   so   without   any   security   guarantees   would   jeopardize   the   physical   safety   of  
both   me   and   my   flock   with   little   to   gain.    You   can   read   what   I   wrote   below.    What   would   you   write   in   such   a  
circumstance?   
 
My   attempt   at   a   letter   to   the   editor:  
In   recent   days   the   community   of  
Lahore   has   witnessed   Mubeen  
Rajhu’s   killing   of   his   sister   Tasleem  
after   she,   a   Muslim,   married   a  
Christian.     I   write   this   letter   to   the  
Christians   of   Lahore,   and   in  
particular   those   who   grieve   along  
with   their   brother   (Tasleem’s   now  
widowed   husband),   exhorting   you   to  
forgive   Rajhu.    What   has   been   done  
to   Tasleem   is   not   unlike   what   was  
done   to   our   Lord   Jesus   Christ.    And  
yet,   before   dying   he   voluntarily  
expressed   forgiveness   toward   those  
who   had   sought   his   life.     In   this   hour  
of   trial,   I   pray   the   Christians   of  
Lahore   would   be   granted   the   grace  
to   imitate   our   lord   and   honor   the  
memory   of   Tasleem   by   loving   even  
those   who   seek   our   demise,   as   by  
doing   so   we   will   testify   to   his   risen  
life   within   us.  
 
MARSHALL   TALK   TWO   
(i'm   gonna   include   a   lot   here,   cuz   it's  
just   so   good,   but   be   warned)  
 
Marshall's   evening   talk   was   on   the  
religious   persecution   of   Christians.  
He   reports   Christians   are   the   most  
widely   persecuted   religion   in   the  
world   (this   is   accordoing   to   Pew,   the   Vatican,   Economist   magazine,   and   the   British   &   German   govts).    150  
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million   Christians   face   religion-related   violence   in   approx   35   countries.    Marshall   outlined   the   three   major  
causes   as   follows...   (a   fourth   threat,   secularism,   will   be   discussed   on   Monday)  
 
#1   -   Communism   (5   countries   +   post   USSR   countries   that   are   not   officially   communist   but   might   as   well  
be)  
    -the   leaders   want   a   monopoly   of   power  
     -in   China   no   teaching   of   religion   is   allowed   to   children   under   18  
     -North   Korea   is   the   worst  
     [this   trend   effects   the   largest   number   of   Christians   of   the   3   models]  
 
#2   -   South   Asian   Religious   Nationalism   -    identification   of   the   state   with   a   particular   religion   (India,   Burma,  
Sri   Lankan,   Nepal,   Bhutan   -   in   these   countries,   other   religions   may   be   allowed   but   they   are   considered  
foreigners.    And   there   are   anti-conversion   laws   +   Christians'   employment   is   threatened.)  
 
#3   -   the   Islamic   world   -   has   the   most   widespread   pattern   +   an   ‘export   model’   to   win   other   lands   for   their  
faith  
     -Nigeria   is   where   the   most   Christians   are   being   killed  
 
Someone   asked   about   Russia   and   Marshall   said   Russia   sees   itself   as   an   Orthodox   country   (Greece   does,  
too),   where   the   Church's   relationship   with   state   is   theologically   “symphonia”.    He   says   part   of   Russia  
moving   troops   into   Syria   was   to   protect   Christians   (who   knew?   �).    Meanwhile,   Protestants,   Catholics,  
etc   have   a   lower   status   in   Russia,   while   religions   like   Jehovah's   Witness   are   outlawed.    Marshall   says   the  
Russian   Orthodox   don’t   like   how   the   rest   of   the   Christian   world   responded   after   the   iron   curtain   fell.    After  
the   Russian   Orthodox   Church   had   been   persecuted   for   nearly   70   years   under   communism,   rather   than  
seeking   to   help,    other   Christians   instead   came   over   and   tried   to   evangelize   Russians   to   their   own   form   of  
Christianity.    😑  
 
Marshall   outlined   three   reasons   Christians   are   the   most   targeted   religion...   
A-   Christianity   is   subversive   to   government  
Christianity   has   been   unique   for   its   view   that   the   world   is   governed   by   two   swords:   church   and   state.  
Although   the   church   and   state   have   never   been   exactly   the   same   thing   (e.g.   emperor   and   pope);   that   they  
were   distinct;   it’s   why   romans   killed   jesus   -   can't   tolerate   the   threat   of   people   having   a   dual   loyalty  
-On   this   point,   Marshall   said   the   democracy   activists   in   Hong   Kong   right   now   are   all   singing   hymns   (their  
anthem   is   “sing   hallelujah   to   the   lord”),   even   those   who   are   not   Christian,   though   many   are  
-Christians   are   being   persecuted   by   monistic   views   of   govt.     In   communism   the   ruler   is   god;   in   Islam   god  
is   the   ruler  
 
B-   the   accusation   that   Christians   are   foreigners   (China,   India,   Sri   Lanka,   etc)   -   but   actually   the   facts   don’t  
back   this   up.    For   example,   in   India   there   are   approx   30,000   indigenous   Christians   for   every   1   foreign  
missionary.   
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C-   Worry   about   converts   and   that   conversion   is   destructive   (in   many   Islamic   countries,   like   Iran   &   Egypt,  
there   is   not   a   specific   law   against   converting   from   Islam   to   city,   but   it   is   unspoken   rule/law)  
***And   Marshall   provide   a   really   profound   unpacking   of   this   point:   Marshal   said   that   while   the   scandal   of  
the   gospel   itself   draws   irrational   reaction,   conversion   itself   is   a   challenge   to   traditional   societal   function.  
He   said   300   years   ago   no   one   made   a   choice   about   religion,   but   now   the   essence   of   modernity   confronts  
people   with   choices.     In   traditional   society,   you   are   what   you   were   born   into.    But   Christianity   teaches   you  
can   be   "born   again",   that   you   need   not   be/remain   what   you   were   born   into.***   
 
To   my   surprise,   Marshall   reported   that   Christianity   growing   much   faster   in   terms   of   converts   than   Islam.  
Islam   only   growing   faster   due   to   higher   birth   rate,   which   itself   is   beginning   to   plummet   in   countries   like  
Iran.  
 
Though   he   also   said   if   Muslims   ever   take   on   singing   (at   present   it   is   largely   absent)   they   could   become  
formidable.   This   is   currently   an   impedimentto   the   ‘appeal’   of   Islam.   
 
Since   Islam   seems   to   be   intrinsically   opposed   to   religious   freedom,   I   asked   Marshall   if   there   could   be   a  
tipping   point   where   promoting   religious   freedom   for   Muslims   (in   America,   for   example)   could   becomes  
counterproductive   to   religious   freedom   to   the   country   as   a   whole.    [This   seems   to   be   a   fear   for   many  
American   Christians.]    But   Marshall   said   that   seeking   to   suppress   religion   anywhere   is   probably   never  
going   to   lead   to   more   peace   in   that   place.    He   also   said   that   U.S.   Muslim   immigrants/refugees   are  
generally   not   radicalized,   and   for   the   most   part   don't   even   attend   mosques   (in   contrast   to   Europe  
refugees).    But   even   Europe's   Muslim   refugees   are   more   secular   and   came   there   because   they   didn't   like  
conditions   in   their   theocratic   home   country(s).    So   he   encouraged   our   group   to   learn   what   the   local  
population   of   muslims   are   actually   like   where   we   live.     But   he   concluded   by   saying,   "I   don’t   know   of   any  
place   where   Christians   have   suffered   due   to   an   increase   of   religious   freedom.”  
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